
 
ER FACE LOOKED FOR ALL THE WORLD LIKE 
she was 
being 
tortured. 
Urged on 

by the clapping of 
hands, the strumming 
of guitars and the 
clacking of clackers, she 
stomped her feet and 
swirled her ruffled 
dress in a colourful blur. 
The song was a Spanish 
classic about a beautiful 
gypsy girl who brings 
tragedy to her family. It 
was flamenco – it was 
passionate – and we 
were mesmerised!  

  Somebody said 
to us afterwards: you 
don’t watch flamenco – 
you feel it. And we’ve 
realised since: that’s 
not just true of the 
dance – it’s true of 
Spain!  

  We were in 
Barcelona, on Spain’s 
Mediterranean coast. 
Colourful, enchanting 
and beloved by 

Spaniards everywhere, Barcelona is one of the most walk-
around-able cities we’ve 
ever walked around. And if 
you don’t believe me, take 
a stroll down La Rambla.  

  This lovely tree-lined 
pedestrian boulevard is 
littered with flower stalls, 
cafés, buskers and (best of 
all) human statues. You’ll 
find angels and artists, 
ballerinas and boys on 
bikes (it’s only when you 
toss a coin in the hat that 
you know for sure they’re 
alive)! And off to the right, 
as you wander down La 
Rambla, is Mercat Sant 
Josep – a noisy market 
where shoppers riot over 
fruit and bread and sausage 
and cheese. 

  But people-watching 
beats shopping every time, 
I reckon. So we sat 
ourselves down at an 
outdoor table … swapped 
some Euros for a glass of 
red wine and a full plate of 
tapas … and watched! Ah, 
yes, Barcelona: you don’t 
just watch it – you feel it! 

OUR GRAND ADVENTURE IN SPAIN & PORTUGAL:  

OUR MAD MIDLIFE ADVENTURE IN SPAIN & PORTUGAL  
WILL GIVE US AN UNFORGETTABLE TASTE OF THIS REGION’S SEDUCTIVE CULTURE:  

its iconic landscapes … pulsating cities … bustling markets … avant-garde art & architecture 
 … medieval fortresses … towering cathedrals … and the laid-back rhythm   of daily life. 

              

         The limited places on this grand tour in May 2019 are being allocated on a  
              first-come-first-served basis. Please decide quickly so you don’t miss out. 
                                Join us next year … and have the time of your life!  


